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Jlipulforce inspi *safe spaces"

t Life, cobb Weil, SGA Consider

St M10* Etreative Tension Groups"
BY KATHERINE BAKER
Last spring, when Soulforce came

in discussions of sexuality, and work

Jacob's Well has already held a

that the proper venue for discussion of

with programming entities on campus

preliminary meeting this semester to

sexuality would be the FYI program.

to include the topic ofsexuality.

discuss what ideas to focus on this year.

to Houghton, its members met with the

"First year students are going

The original purpose ofJacob's Well

It was tentatively decided that Jacob's

SGA to discuss the creation of what

through extensive developmental work

was to unify students and faculty to

Well would further look into the issues

was termed as "safe spaces." The SGA

during the first several weeks of their

deal with sexual issues. "Jacob's Well

of "safe spaces" and "creative tension

wrote a resolution near the end of the

first semester on campus. Adding the

shifts to an educational mode, using

groups," an idea from Andrew Marin, a

semester last spring recommending "an

complexity of discussing issues of

panel discussions, forums, magazines,

recent lecturer.

inclusion in the first-year orientation

sexuality in an in-depth way may only

and individual brochures," said Dr.

"Jacob's Well would like to present

program of discussion pertaining to

serve to exacerbate their transition

Paul Young, who served on the original

opportunities for Houghton to engage

issues of sexuality on campus. In it

to college and to the Houghton

Jacob's Well committee. "The goal is

in discussions as a community and with

students would consider why, when,

community," Hynes said. "Designating

to make sexuality something we can

others from the outside." said Michael

and how to establish safe spaces for

some spaces as 'safe' on the campus

talk about and discuss as a community,

Lastoria. Director of Counseling

opening up about issues of sexual

would only serve to send the message

acknowledging that more than one

Services.

orientation and other sensitive topics

that other parts of the campus are not

person struggles with these issues.

While Soulforce was advocating

without fear of hatred or immediate

safe," she added.

Through discussion we can come up

an official program or space that the

Hynes instead offered some other

with better and more inclusive answers."

administration would set up, Andrew

Sharra Hynes, Vice President for

suggestions for how to create a healthy

"Jacob's Well is a great group to look

Marin shared some different ideas with

Student Life, responded to the SGA's

environment for listening and discussion

to for help with this process because

the SGA when he visited the Houghton

resolution with a memo on how to

in Houghton. She recommended that

the members are personally invested

continue the conversation on sexuality

Houghton continue to utilize Jacob's

in creating an environment in which to

at Houghton. In the memo, Hynes did

Well, train student leaders on engaging

openly discuss sexuality," said Hynes.

condemnation."

b

not agree with the suggestion from SGA

Safe spaces cont'd on page 3

Wendy Shalit Addresses Shift in Modern Modesty
BY SHARON LAMPMAN

Tuesday Nov. 2, Wendy Shalit
spoke on -The New Sexual
Revolution" as part of the Houghton
College Lecture Series. Her lecture
covered the cultural impact ofthe first
sexual revolution and documents the

beginning of what she considers to be
a backlash against easy promiscuity
and a return to the traditional values

of modesty and dignity.
Shalit, who graduated from

WiNiams College in 1997 with
a degree in philosophy, became
interested in concepts of modesty

while dealing with Williams' policy
of co-ed bathrooms. After writing a

simple article on shared h,throoms.
modesty, and mystery, Shalit

discovered a growing chorus of
PHOTO BY JORDAN GREEN

agreement Som many women who
had believed they were alone in their

longings for modesty. Encouraged
by this, she began to further research

Lecture series speaker Wendy Shalit speaks about the impact ofthefirst sexual revolution and her prediction thal society is beginning to
return to its traditional values of modesty

modesty and society, and her fndings
resulted in her first book, A Return

The change m which behaviors are

generation. These young people,

has found, are members of the older

to Modesty. Since then, she has

stigmatized. Shalit maintained, took
away the protection of privacy and

Shalit's new revolutionaries, have

generation: the first revolutionaries

become disillusioned with the sexual

who are still enamored with their

dignity and left women as enslaved

freedom handed to them, or rather

ideas of liberation.

to expectations as before. Worth is

forced upon them, by society. Looking

However, the lecture seemed

at the results of the first revolution

more call to action than argument.

to Modes(y. She addressed the

placed in appearance alone, a fickle
foundation. As women are judged
physically, they are, in turn, seen as

Shalit presented eight points for
practical application, from speaking

failures of the first sexual revolution,

objects and property.

they lind nothing desirable, only
emptiness. Thus they have chosen
instead to return to higher standards
of modesty, affirming a dignity and

continued to write and speak on
related topics, publishing her second
book, Girls Gone Mili in 2007.
In many ways, Shalit's lecture

echoed the message seen in A Return

a movement that did away with
the old rules and expectations and
replacing them with new ones.

Shalit also spoke of the growing
tide of discontent she has found,

worth that is more than physical.

especially among the younger

Their strongest opponents, Shalit

out without fear to redefining

Shalit cont'd on page 2
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Enss ns the Ix)
Secret Money at the Core of 2010 Elections

Shalit con't from page 1

empowerment; from creating new
ideals to letting go of selfishness.

By putting these ideas into action,
thanks to televised campaign ads.

permission from the government.

Shalit said she hoped to present the

These ads were just two of the many

On the other hand, it is feared that

alternative option of modesty to

political advertisements that ran during

groups with definite biases toward

youngpeopletrappedinourculture'A

this past election cycle. and such ads

one candidate may be able to distort

sexual expectations-an option

were in turn part of the larger picture of

the political process, especially if

which the media prefers to overlook

campaign spending.

voters are not aware of the biases that

and ignore. She maintained that it is

a group portraying seemingly factual
information may possess. At least

not enough simply to argue, but that

other than political parties spent $294.4
million in the run-up to Election Day.

voters generally know where political

alternative. Shalit also stressed

more than every other midterm cycle

parties are coming from, whereas the

the need for relationships and role

since 1990 combined.- The US

agenda of neutrally named, non-profit

models and the need for people

Chamber of Commerce reportedly

political or advocacy groups may be

to care about and support their

spent over $30 million in congressional

hidden from public view.

According to CQ Politics. groups

PHOTO BY DANIEL PEIXOTO

BY ANDREW BONANNO

modesty must be shown as a viable

friends, siblings, cousins, etc. This,

races, while a labor union. Service

With the complexity of laws

she claimed, is the key to modesty.

Employees International, spent as

and regulations regarding campaign

Both modesty and dignity rise from

much as $15.7 million in political

spending and the nuances between

a foundation of confidence in one's

In contrast to these

freedom of speech and the distortion

own worth and a sure knowledge

entities. political parties spent just

of the political process, it seems

that one is loved.

about $115 million. according to ABC.

unlikely that we can arrive at any

Sophomore Alice Browning

This increase in campaign spending

sure solution that will provide an

agreed, noting that "women

advertisements.

Throughout the mid-term election

by Political Action Committees, not

ideal playing field on which political

empower themselves by acting

u e learned many things. We learned.

linked to specific political parties,

discourse can occur. As the problem is

with dignity and seeking to demand

if we were paying attention, that

can be traced to the recent Supreme

not easily solved in the public policy

dignity from others."

Republican Senate candidate Rand Paul

Court decision.

Citizens United vs.

arena, one can at least, if they care at

Audience reaction to Shalit's

of Kentucky does not really worship

Federal Elections Commission, in

all, try not to be part of the problem

lecture during the official question

Aqua Buddha as his opponent claimed.

which aspects of campaign-finance

- that is, make at least some effort

and answer time was slow but

We also learned that when Democrat

legislation were ruled unconstitutional.

to be informed on the candidates and

gained momentum with a significant

Senate candidate Joe Manchin of West

This decision removed restrictions on

issues ofgovernance. In this way, you

number staying afterward for

Virginia says he wants to take -dead

political advertisements by private

will make yourself less susceptible

the more informal question and

aim" at his own party's Cap and Trade

groups during an election, as well as

to potential propaganda while at the

answer period and book signing.

Bill (an attempt to curb greenhouse

requirements that such groups fully

same time making the most of your

It was during that time that private

gas emissions), he literally means he is

disclose their sources of funding. On

freedom of speech by empowering

questions could be broached in

going to shoot the actual text of the bill

the one hand, this could be seen as a

yourself to contribute positively to the

the quietness they deserved. Shalit

with a rifle. These partial anecdotes

victory for freedom of speech as well

public discourse in our ever-shrinking

took full advantage of this time to

were actually. believe it or not. relevant

as for the right of individuals to freely

world.

encourage individual students and

aspects of this past election cycle

associate and to act as a group without

to again emphasize the importance
of relationships.
Student

The World OUT There

responses to the

lecture were on the'whole positive,
and most attendees came away

thoughtful. First year studentAlyssa
Figueroa called the lecture "eyeopening," while sophomore Austin

BY DEREK SCHWABE

Rudd termed Shalit's viewpoint as
Republicans Sweep House

As a sign of widespread dissatisfaction

Border Patrol Officials Discover 30

Germany Prosecutes Neo-Nazi

Tons of Marijuana, Tunnel

Broadcasters

"I deeply appreciated, as a

U.S. Border Patrol officials have in- German police this week made ar-

with PresidentObama'sagenda,Ameri- 90-eleepi631)•tons ofmarijuana at the regw of more than 23 people who
cans havegi¥en bsktheHousgfRep- alifc*fM exico bAr with ths.**cre (:olvement ina

a*bieoric ¥ictory, Republicans gained tannel. The lunn*j»ipped with arrests involved aboutz*646!icers
65 seats, f* exceeding the 39 neede¢ lighting, ven*ton, and a m,ni-rail and more than 20 674 acHSS 10

to gain the majority. Riding the wavts- transportationliystcm, colw#(to4,1 German states. Using la|*er based

of conservative protest movements in- warehouse yi;u*h,scm,L *1* in the U.S,, WiderstaiR*o (Recluding the tea party, GOP'candidates one in the §,m=Di£&6 ateCyFhe (la- sistance Radio) had *e*0adcast-

framed th6ir campaign# antonyms covery is ..donsidered-'sgicant , ing music and ideoT gy reflecting

ofthe Obambagendichmeterizedby U.S. and*[exicanauthorities inspt . n Nazi i 81ed illegal

bailouts. a $787.billion stimulus plan, of the 105 tons of marijuana. **f in

"refreshing."
whole, Wendy Shalit's insights into
the nature of America's approach
to female

modesty/sexuality

and offering correctives," said
Olivia Butz, senior. "I especially

appreciated her discussion of the
nature of love, as that which seeks

the good of the other, and not the
satisfaction of the self, love as

something that stretches individuals
beyond their initial capacities for
care and commitment." *

y - » Mhe d of World

sweeping health-care:Ffoun;and Wall in Tijuana last month, the lgest War j Prose ' a*lding the
Street regulation. Nebrogic exit polls Mexican bust-in-recent years. Border offenders on

e fforming a

signaledwidely felt vot¢r concem oves,. drug cartels have lrown so powdrful criminal org
- - #d*Elin
iesti®0»

jobs and the economy, hs mvenues re- m recent years that many M¢xican racial hatred. "

main level. Expected n* speaker of communities along).the border are are a strong hint to peEMuunning

the House. Rep. John Bodliner (R) of known as patches 6f unconllable other extreme-right j.!)¢6;net''Yab
stations that dissen*ation of sonP

Ohio summarized his perception ofna-- violence, experts ha V-..1

tional opinion: -Were witne®ing a re-

with extreme-right Iring and xen¢-

pudiation of Washington. a repudidon

phobic lyrics, everilftlet,

ofbig government and a repudiatidin of

will be pursued," said a Bderal

politicians who refuse to listen to the

Crime Office Official.

people."

PHOTO COURTESY OF
WWW.IGNORANTHISTORIAN.COM

photos couttesy of www.johnboehner. house.gov, www.justice.gov. zimbio.com
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Transitioning in the 4-Credit System

Alternatives Offe red for Former Western Civ. IS Requirement
and the newly adopted changes took

BY MEGAN SPECKSGOOR

action this fall.

student's career at Houghton."

a historical sense as well. Students

Hijleh also added, "The hope

may not only board a plane and spend

"When the faculty approved the

is that such measures will assist

several months in a foreign country

Last year Houghton's history

change to a four-credit system, there

students and faculty in making the

to enrich their liberal arts education,

and political science departments

was at the same time some effort

transition to the four-credit system

but can also gain knowledge of the

initiated a new set of objectives

to provide for more flexibility in

with its new I.S. structure" and made

dense history of these countries right

for requirement, along with a

how students can fulfill Integrative

the assurance that the I.S. Committee

in the Houghton classroom.

broadened selection of courses, to

Studies requirements," said Director

is carefully monitoring the effects

While Hijleh mentioned that the

the Integrative Studies Committee

of Integrative Studies, Dr. Mark

of these flexibilities on Houghton's

changes might not be in the favor of

for approval. Upon consideration,

Hijleh.

Integrative Studies program.

everyone on campus. he addressed

the I.S. Committee passed and

To accommodate

the

At a college where students

recommended the proposal to the

modifications in credit hours and

are openly encouraged to broaden

Review

Committee,

requirements, Hijleh noted the

their geographical horizons. study

-There are some who view the

where deliberation weighed toward

recently approved Transition Rule,

in transatlantic or transcontinental

move toward other I.S. history

the same effect. In January 2010 the

effective through August of 2013,

settings, diffuse and gather their

options as positively reflective of

entire faculty body was made aware

which "allows a student to use any

education from diverse areas of the

more openness to global perspectives

of several varying history classes to

course to meet an I.S. requirement that

world, and participate in international

and connections," he said. *

be offered as alternatives to meeting

was approved to meet that specific

learning, it seems as though this active

the Western Civilization requirement

requirement at any time during a

and present tradition is furthered in

Curriculum

for

the cross-cultural learning benefits of
the additional courses.

COURSES IN PLACE OF WESTERN CIM:
These courses meet the Western Civ. requirement of the replaced 3-Credit System

Fall semester

Spring semester

Mayterm 2011

African History

Latin American History to 1800

Professor Doezema intends to offer

Europe in the Nineteenth Century
Europe: 1890-1945

The Early National Period, and Recent America

such an alternative class

American History Survey
Latin American History since 1800

Medieval Europe

History of Rome
Colonial America
Civil War and Industrial America
- The Refonnation

Medieval Europe

Safe spaces cont'd from page 1

space," said Joel Ernst sophomore

let these groups form and to encourage

vulnerability, that is where creative

SGA Senator.

it, but not in any formal capacity. The

tension groups' could fill a gap. It is a
great concept, but I do foresee that it

adamant

SGA would provide interested students

campus this September. Marin instead

that the worst thing would be for it to

with a connection with Andrew Marin

would be challenging since a high level

proposed that Houghton should allow

come from the administration down...

to start 'creative tension groups."'

of vulnerability and risk is difficult I'm

the formation of "creative tension

Because the administration would

"The beauty of 'creative tension

groups" that would be student-led and

not be involved [in 'creative tension

groups' organized by students is that

ready, but I am willing to try and to be

unofficial.

groups'], students would not need to

students are more apt to be open

supportive of the effort," she added.

"Andrew

Marin

was

"Creative tension groups are not

worry about being convicted," said

and vulnerable with peers than with

the same as the 'safe space' proposal

Joshua Mertzlufft, Vice President ofthe

authority figures," said Hynes. "If we

because they do not have a designated

SGA. "Andrew Marin charged us to

don't have peer environments that invite

not sure that our community is 100%

Young also reacted favorably to
Andrew Marin's discussion.

"Soulforce presented a one-size-fitsall approach that works in some settings
but not others. With Houghton's sense
of community the approach should be

..

more collaborative and engaging," he

r- YOUR STORE.

said.

At Houghton. there is a student

who is interested in heading a "creative

NfXT DOOR."

tension group.- and this student is
waiting on the startup material from
Andrew Marin. -It has a bit more life in
it than i f the administration would set it

GRAN

up," said Lastoria.
The SGA has abandoned the idea

of creating "safe spaces- in favor of
4

"freative tension groups."
"My plan right now is to continue

to look for ways in which we can be

inmerit, and

Drawings!

disceming as a community with regard
to issues ofhomosexuality," said Hynes.
In addition to Jacob's Well, Hynes
recommended that the Counseling
Center continue to be utilized when

Flats Lounge

MEBU 5:00 pm

dealing with homosexuality.

"It is truly a safe space; the only time
they would ever divulge information
is if the student is at risk of hurting
themselves or someone else." said

Fresentad by

Houghton Student Enterprises
and the Department of Business and Economice

Hynes.

"Being safe means being treated
with respect without condemnation.
regardless of one's opinion about sexual
behavior,- said Lastoria. *

+
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Theological Implidari-o nf»f Bald*Bu
Domestic Divas" Spark Heated DebateCampus -wikle
*

u ith their thiatrical 'promotional biblic unde:*tanding of Scripture Faebookpage t!16 group 49

BY SARAH JACOBY
$

photo, inddi

the group's self- was taken highl* out of context

cided

not to delete the page m hopes

proil.ilmid mi.1011 10 . oribat radilal Many commehters sepmed to share that it would,pontinue to facihtate
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,ittlnt#,n thL.L pist feu U LeA. JUL 1„ page .kirti. Acted as suppi,nor. and rather their method of promotion* mav hai i brought about tension and
1 gr(,up .JI|Ld the "Dom.511. Dizas" Critils .dikihigantoarguithi 1-UL

Sophomore Dianna Cornelliaid dnimositw it created an opportunitp

Group member And, Sidill nid It It Kas their obnorious mode of for people to examine dlid discuss
th, Dome·,ti. Diias are a mall-group Kas hk, 5„ 1% :111 to Shln 01 sunday Lpression, notthe actual stance that their belieb '
However Sophomori Aubrly
„1 first >ear temale studenti n h„ night .ind M ilonday night w. had a was offensive
I mlided h, Irt.hman Ldia U 11.4,11

Joseph C hinn Junior uid There Thortakson remains kepttial 01 thix
t..1 called to support and encouraili billion iminient,, on the page
Thi I J. Lbi„,k page esen edrnid are mult,pli Tien. ot t'lt role that aspiration
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'1 think it is d disusion that
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.% Lit Lreatd i 1 icebo„A pact a. a Gets C ontroier+Ial at Houghton ' that 1, clearl> stated and one that is personal choice," said Thorfakson.

In the end, despite the
light-hiarted dii d ironi. ,#.1, 1,1 get By this time ilk page's newsfied oftenvie '
The Dipas themse[ves seem to mimmderstandings and criticism that
R, had morphed Into a ful!-fledged

.itkntuin t„r thur Cal,L

(,roup nkmber l aurin Bull said Reological diSLUSSIOn as Houghton agree In an ofhcial bulletin that they'encountered, the Domestic Divas

It * wmething that w e do to bless '*udents quickl> took strong positions appeared on their Facebook past last stand by their beliefs and remain good

Ithe men of Houghton College], 'n*lation tothe wews impliedbythe Friday, the group wrote, "We realiALd.Steeds. swing m the final paragraph

and thank them for the respect and*'omotional photos and informatigb*th* * Image that cae across on 8Ek»fthew Facebook bulletin, " finally,
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But when the Fatebook page ophomori Micah Arni,trong,who wordchoice, and lackofresearch. .We d< and what it has come to imply,

kindness that we get fromth£-m,f section of the FaL:book page

caught tlE attantion of the rest of uas pal-ticularl> inolved in the online did not think catefully about the way we will cqmue to bake Because it

*ampus / thelast couple of weeks debate,said 1 f a group of girls wants mWhile
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we presented
ourselves " is somethitbat clove to do " *
mfiux of negative
t®%*king took on unexpected cultural to get together and vart a group to
and 4* logical implications The serue thigu>son campus l think that's attention has caused the Domestic

'i///li.r y

Divas'tequests for donations, coupled great howeuer I found that their Divas to remove themselves from the
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Scholarships under NCAA:

Student Athletes Won't Miss Out on Aid
BY COLLEEN JENNINGS
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Wendy Shalit Book Review:

A Return to /Wo des ty is the New Women's Lib.
mode·,[V .11..how ..trong ..1 1 -Ntl. m

Houghton studint•, h,tiLn't questioned to 1
In Shalit 6 wordi thi LUId| r.w|Ution

Mott:,tv b the n.ituril .ateguard tor LOrrlitlf b.lil.6 Ing licrkll' li, haiL

h,ls uniqully iompromised women women It gi,Lb #linlin thdr rid.Or to wk .)111:thing ,)1 Honh
If thirl W.rl one book 1 uould
tripping away dny honordbk riason, le no to ser It gne, women a wnse c, 1 north
refuse a man ser Today'x woman ha mo dnddignity Howeur it Kthi# ialue that like to require Lien ,tudent 10 read

1 coursesolaition Topretencb,he'baman ourbocietv has lostand netd4 toregain vivs Dr Mell PLIAL li would be f
0 I or to be feminine m a desperate, victim-
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Whenaskedtodescribemodebty.Junior

Return to

Wodtin Sintor Jon King

like way Whether a young woman Hannah Cartersatdthat modesty ts d kirv d..unbe, the book as not Just about

should opt for man or victim, the message good thing, but people don't understand modesty. saying that It addre,ws »the
emptiness in postmodern iulture "
sent by our culture 8 clear it's not a good it properly There are misconceptions
thog to be female" Shalit explams why She explained that modesty is diso about It's this and the attack on the feminist
our society deals so much with chronic speech and behavior It iS for this reason revolution that have caused a stir
"

self-esteem problems, cutting, eating that we need to extend the conversation among those reading Shaht's book
disorders, and other self-inflicted injuries on modesty beyond the level of "how Pearse speaks on the reaction to her

t by pointing to late-twentieth century short is too short " Sophomore Andrew book, explaining that the anger ts
'>4-LI promisculty as the source She then Evans explained that modesty ts about itself evidence th,st she has her finger
exposes the trony of culture's advice get respect When a woman dresses and acts on the pulse of the matter If her

over your ' hang ups' and be 'comfortable modestly, she is respecting her body and analysis were wrong, the repudiations
with your body' It's these 'hang ups' her mtelligence - she knous she doesn't would be muh calmer"
In respon,e to hearing the news that
though-one's natural embarrassment- have to rely on her sexuality to curry
- that exist to make one realize that there favor with her boss or keep her boyfriend. Shalit would be speaking at Houghton.

hnage cowlesy of ts something important there that needs Junior Jonathan Slye ventured that "girls King predicted that Shalit [would]
winvangusrobenson com safeguarding Forcing oneselfto be casual dress [immodestly] because they want be treated like she's preaching to the
about sex ts not the solution, Shalit says, to be accepted by guys" This leads to choir," but she added that Shalit's
obJectification, however Respect and message is something that needs
the solution IS modesty
BY KATRINA KOEHLER
According to Shalit, the feminist acceptance come when women do not to be said ' It's about consciously

While Houghton may not be revolution failed to give women a objectify themselves, but rather dress as it considenng why w e value modesty
m need of a Good Girt Revolution, safeguard when it told them that their they are worth something "It's not about and what it does for us King summed
author Wendy Shallt's book A Return worth was no longer attached to chastity dressing m a sack though, says Evans up Shalit's point succinctly 'bodesty
to Modesty bnngs the topic of modesty and motherhood. Men are physically -You can dress attratively and stlll be iS as much tor yourself as anyone
to the foreground, exposmg the stronger and when there is no societal modest " This too ts a respect issue if else " *

lies of our society regarding sexual pressure to keep them from pushing a woman can dress to be allunng and
liberation-hes that perhaps even women for sex, what can women return sexually attractive without compromising

-t
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Logic and Liberal Arts: You're Doing it Wrong

PHOTO BY DANIEL PEIXOTO

BY HANNAH YANEGA

my writing credits needed for graduation.

blister on my fe,·erish junior mind, turned

Both my majors are formed on the core

it against me. It shall be the death ofme yet

ideas of communication and philosophy,

1 scratched and bit my way through Math

In investigating my options for the

but you need me to take classes to put

and Bible classes that ultimately. will not

waning three semesters I have left at

the golden checkmark on my academic

likely show their face again in relevance

Houghtbg I discovered that I have a few

record. Especially with the new 2/4-credit

to my career or future. Trust me when I

integrative studies requirements that have

system, spaces in semesters are filled up

say that I am not complaining about the

not yet been filled under the new system.

much faster. While it's nice to have fewer

requirements themselves. I knew what

No worrs I thought. I will take courses that

classes overall. it means that fulfilling

I was signing up for when I applied to

fall under those categories and I will be set.

requirements feels like twice the effort for

Houghton and I am all for ending my

Ooh look. posters, adi ertising Aesthetics !

halfthe reward. No more sleep for Hannah.

time in college with a well-rounded and

Now you would think that it would

When I asked Academic Records

expanded knowledge of a variety of

naturally make sense to have a college

directly about Introduction to Digital

student take classes that would benefit or

Imaging, a class that is unique in that

1 am also all for self-preservation. I will

enhance their chosen major. When there

it can be categorized as either art or

not go down without a fight if necessary.

subjects. When it comes right down to it

are classes offered that cover a required

communications, the response I received

When it comes down to it, we are just

Ima>· not be a smart u mnan. but l

subject and still relate to the student's

said that "The Communication deparlment

making this more complicated than it has

knou u hat common sense is. This current

major of choice. it's a nice compromise.

has decided that Digital Imaging fits into

to be. I need Communications credit? I will

absurdity defies all definitions of the u·ord.

But when those courses are not sanctioned

their major. but not that it is sufficient for

take a four-credit Communications class. I

1 chok to attend a liberal arts college:

by a Holy Administration to fill the general

a Communication class within Integrative

need philosophy? I will take a philosophy

impudence,

class that feels tailor-made for my major.

1 14,ughton College. to be exact. i remember

education requirements inn ented by liberal

Studies." Pardon

being rosy-checked and about fifteen

arts colleges. it puts, me into a raging fury.

Communications department, but who are

I still need to take foreign language since

pounds lighter w hen I made the joume)'

This is my education and my money that

you to decide what is or is not sufficient in

my high school only offered two years

four hours to the scholarly garden u·here

I am spending to sit through the college's

termsof Integrative Studies?Onedefinition

of American Sign Language. I will be

I would become the most desirable of

laws on everything under the sun. I will

of the term is "making connections

taking my search for an accredited ASL

creatures - the u eli-rounded. weli-learned

not drink: I do not Really care for alcohol

within a major, between fields, between

class elsewhere since that is a language

my

Adult! I loved the idea of being so doused

ann%ny. 1 will go to chapel because

curriculums, co-curriculum, or between

that I enjoy and excel in. I was not

and immersed in a u·hirlpool of academics

you want me to be part of your spiritual

academic knowledge and practice." Digital

fortunate enough to be raised in a foreign

that I ne'ier dried out. I had dreanis of

community and 1 do not want to make

imaging has been deemed worthy enough

country where my life filled my language

being this princess of the career world.

waves. 1 Ime fellouship and u orship with

tobeconsidered Communications, buteven

requirement. Iwilldowhat Ineedtodohere

having been taught all of the essential.

my fellow belie ers in the faculty and

though it makes connectionsboth WITHIN

to get my diploma, but I will not surrender

Iii life and knowledge and the histories of

student body. 1 will go for weeks u ithout

my major and between curriculums. it

my right to have a say in how exactly I

ancient worlds. I w·ould integrate faith with

knou·ing how many meals I have left in

is not good enough? Should I not have

achieve this goal. This absurd hedge-maze

learning. be able to discern u oridi ieu and

the cateteria because for some reason

some n

ght to decide. though limited by

that I have gotten lost in is positive only in

hare the right to speak my mind soundl>

our new and improved technology cant

general subject matter. the specific class

the fact that I know there arp others who

on topieN of importance. Eniployers w ould

even keep track of number's. but so help

that I take to fill a certain mandatory

are lost with me. It is also not a hopeless

scrabble and drool over my resume.

me. the least you might do is give me the

requirement especially when it weaves

case. Houghton College, 1 thank you for

fighting like stan·ing jackals over my name

power to fill your silly requirements while

into my major like a thread holding a seam?

offering me a wide and flavorful banquet

on their company's publications. There

Still making sense in terms of my major.

1 try and schedule flexible classes

of classes from which to choose from, but

was no way I could fail. not with the nahe

1 am double majoring in writing and

under a fairly rigid system in order to pay

you cannot have a balanced diet when key

hope of simplicity drifting behind me like

art with concentrations in Photography

my dues while still getting through college

ingredients are missing. I cannot live on

a graduation gown! College or bust. baby!

and Printmaking. I have already begun

in four years. I have not wasted my open

bread alone - I really like butter and jelly

I should hai'e smelled danger when

my career as a published journalist and

credits since they were spent taking classes

to break up the taste. Last I checked a pat

they handed me my audit sheet and told

photographer, and I someday hope to

needed for my double major and other

of butter - a slight indulgence that is not
unreasonable - did not break the bank.

me i was its sole master. I treated it well.

make my living as such. 1 have been

IS classes. I was indulgent with a few

filling in the blanks a few semesters at a

blessed with loving parents who hoped to

electives... oh; wait, only pertaining to my

time. completing it piece by piece. Even

further my career by allowing me to attend

major. I have kept my nose clean and even

Hannah is a junior Art and Writing

after all the positive feedback I gave it, it

the college of my choice, regardless of the

gone out ofmy way to takejournalism May

major

hates me. Integrative Studies. the festering

cost compared to other competent schools.

term in New York City to help reinforce
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H, ·wuith,n s |,1.111|1112 An-ttill Iloilt

1-etters

Christian t< Faith-Based

to the

Editor

Cut of 232 votes

Council last year, I voiced these
concerns many times, but it appears that
those concerns have been ignored. The

defenders of Houghton Down Under
argue that a semester-long program

in Australia is completely unique

I think it's vague and it doesn't

clearly portray what Houghton

program on the Academic Policies

houghtonstar@gmail.com

represents

and will allow Houghton to corner a

valuable market. But having a unique
program is of no academic value if
the program is no good. And it is not.

Dear Editor,

irs iust
morally wrong; its
I like it.
I think it
sounds more
inclsive and

pluralistic

%

deceitful

I honestly
don't care

Look at the courses being offered:
Community and Society in Australia and

As I was making my weekly perusal

New Zealand; Art and Music inAustralia

of the Houghton website, I was

and New Zealand; Australia and New

quite disappointed to read about

Zealand Culture Through Film; and

the revival of the Houghton Down

Engaging Australian and New Zealand

Under Program. Spending a semester

Culture. If you could get four credits

travelling around Australia and New

for simply "Engaging" in Houghton,

Zealand will likely attract students

I'm sure the rate of Senior Pairing

to the school (and professors to an

Disease (SPD) would climb even higher.

escape from the unforgiving Houghton

I donotbelievethat living inAustraliaand

climate), but I am not at all convinced

New Zealand is a complete waste oftime,

that the newly-revised program will

and I'In glad that Houghton is working

provide the type of academically

hard to recover from the difficult losses

rigorous learning opportunity that

of FYHP London and other valuable Off-

Houghton should be striving towards.

Campus Programs. But these "living as

While hearing the proposal for this

learning" arrangements should be left
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From the Editor's Desk

What Lies Between Christianity and Atheism:

Defense of Deism

reason and personal experiences. The rest

both the Atheist and Christian conception.

of 4 who find an insufficient level of

Belief in a God who orders the events

Deism is based on God-given reason.

rationality in both of these perspectives

of daily life calls into question the very

in the words of Galileo, "I do not feel

have become locked in a Sisyphean

nature of thal God. How can a God who

obligedtobelievethatthesameGodwho

struggle to find the most accurate level of

allowed the Holocaust, 9/11 and child

has endowed us with sense, reason and

rational moderation. The answer may be

molestation also be loving and merciful?

intellect has intended us to forego their

a philosophy we hear about most in the

The most rational explanation is that God

use - Organized religions are human

context of the European Enlightenment

does not order the events of daily life. but

conventions. reason and nature are God-

and the American founding: Deism

rather allows man to live within the laws of '

given means of realizing his existence

a secondary dependence on rationality,

The objection

nature and morality

to Atheism

which be created.

Deism is by no mean an absolute

Paine,

solution to all theological and

one of the most

philosophical problems. For instance, if

vocal

deists in

Goddoes not orderdaily events and thus

voiced

does not cause evil to occur, where does

the

is simple:
awesome

BY CHRIS HARTUNE

A 21 st Century

power

and beauty of
nature

Belief in a God

who orders the

proves

In our culture, we are constantly

the existence of

forced to make deanitive, black-and-

a Creator or at

white choices. Whether it be politics,

the very least a

social issues or even areas of study,

Divine being that

there is seemingly no middle ground.

put into place

You are either consen,ative or liberal;

the evolutionary

pro-gay or homophobic; science nAor

process. The

or humanities midor; and religion is

objection to

no different A choice must be made

Christianity,

between Christianity and Ameism:

however, is mom

there is no middle ground, right? 1

complex d-

would argue that there is a middle

at least in my

ground, 94 as is almost always the

opinion-revolves

Thomas

history,

and living as his creation should.

events of daily

this explanadon

evil. in its most basic form, come bm?

saying "God is

There are many questions Deism leaves

tie power of first

unanswered, but them are unanswered

life calls into

cause, nature is the

questions in any philosophy or religion.

question the
very nature of
that God

law, and matter is

The next time you experience the

the subject acted

awesome power and beauty of nature

upon." Belief in a

or come to a conclusion about faith

God who does not

through reason, ask yourself "is there

order daily life is

any better way to prove the existence of

the most rational

God?" In the words ofThomas Paine,

and maybe the

"The Creation speaketh a universal

only explanation

language, independently of human

for the problem

speech or human language, multiplied

case, it is the most rational conclusion

aroundtheprobkin

of evil And

and various as they may be. It is an

in matters of religion and spirituality,

of evil If God is omnipotent with the

uiat explanation is that God doesn't

ever-existing original, which every

which are usually dominaid by fiithAsa caveat, 1 must begin by

power to rid the world of evil, the vast

allow evil to occur; be allows man

man can read. It cannot be forged; it

pain, suffering and illiustice m,Ii,)imding

to act on his own free will based on

cannot be counterfeited; it cannot be

saying that I am neithcr a philosophy

us; omniscient with the knowledge of

tile principles of nature and morality.

104 it cannot be altered; it cannot be

nor theology major and hardly claim

evil; and loving, with a desire to spare his

Now you may be wondering to

suppressed. Itdoes not depend upon the

to possess the metal or intellectual

people from such evil yet it still exists

yourself is Deism even a religion orsimply

willofman whetheritshallbepublished

superiority of either I am simply a

how can one believe in the existence of

a philosophical perspective? It's both.

or not it publishes itself from one end

history and political science major

God? David Hume, in his Dialogues

Religions such as Christianity, Judaism

of the eatth to the other It preaches to

who has some thoughts on the issue.

Concerning Nama Religions, asks this

and Islam are revealed religions. They

all nations and to all worlds; and this

The vast majority of Houghton

are based on a philosophical perspective

word of God reveals to man all that is

handed down through a written word
which each religion finds to be absolute

That's the way 1 want to come to Imow
God and continue to seek Him out.

students has come to the conclusion

same question. "Epicurus's old questions
areyetunanswered. Ishewillingtoprevent

that Jesus Christ is their personal savior

evil, but not able? than be is impotent

and bas accepted the ine:rancy of &e

Is he able but not willing? then he is

tuth. Deism,on the otherhand. 6 a natural

Bible; and thars a wonderful thing. My

malevolent Is he both able and willing?

religion. It is revealed tbrough nature and

necessary for man to know of God."

intention isnottodenigrateanymligious

whence then is evil?" Atheists use this

dirough reason: and when you think about

Chris is a junior History and Political

beliefs that are held. A few have come

syllogism toprove thatGoddoes notinfact

it, doesn't that also make as mucb, ifnot

Science major

to theconclusion at the very existence

exist Desists, however use this syllogism

more, sense? While Christianity is 6-1

of God is impossible based 6n science

to prove that the nature ofGod difiers from

largely on faith in events and beliefs with
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MEGAN Lili LE
A note from the artist:

Someday 1'11 find out what my art is about. For now, it's the joy of
creating and sharing. I'm also trying to learn about my past and
future. Tall order, I know. But got to start somewhere.

Texk#ty, book

If Home is Where the Heart is, 1 Think I Need More Hearts
metal etching

4.

Hote/Ascot Lounge, watercolor

CROSSWORD: Catch Phrases
13. Bring upon oneself

17. Be unwell

4. Sheep's clothing to wolf

14. Flightless bird

18. Cambodian monetary unit, pl.

5. Gave a formal speech

6. French lake

15. Where a French fry has been

19. *" , we have a problem"

6. *Used to describe machine

9. FDR had three

16. Parallel lines or grooves

21. Monk's retreat

7. Mon cher __

ACROSS
Padres

1. San

2

3

5

4

6

7

9

8

13

14

15

16

17

18

21

20

19

28

40

33

34

47

51

50

49

32

43

42

46

45

48

31

52

56

55

53

8. *Mia

24. "Pay as you earn" acronym

9. The Three Tenors, e.g.

25.*"--out!"

10. Looker or ogler

28. Doctor's recommendation

11.Bank on

30. Ecstatic or rapturous

12. Wife's title

35. Singles

15. *"Say hello to my little

37. Like a bloody horror movie

20. Any branch of knowledge

39. Defier

22. Used to make whiskey

40. Puerto

24. Possibly

41. Used for searching

25. *"May the be with you"

43. Heart of Inca empire

26. Source of indigo dye, pl.

44. Santa's surname

27. Short summary version

46.6th wife of Henry VIII

29. TV opera

47. State of agitated irritation

31. What Lil Wayne does

39

38

41

44

12

22

30

29

37

36

35

11

24

23

25 26 27

10

23. Unagi

48. Sprightliness

32. Madison Square Garden, e.g.

50. Andre's tennis rival

33. Fallen angels in Persian mythol-

52. Typeoftray

ogy

53. Podium

34. *" or dare?"

55. Shack or shanty

36. Kind of dairy cream

57. *"Whatcha talkin *bout,
57

58

65

64

61

60

59

66

67

68

89

70

71

72

73

ie: Le/0

-last week's winnerofthe Budeko
vms Bryan Overland! Please comeby ti

office to claim yo«r priz#¥

63

60.*"Run -,

38. Yesteryear

42. Type of dental practice

run!"

64. Wife of a raja, alt. spelling

45. Sashayed

65. *"Monkey __, monkey do"

49. Mai _

67.*"

51.*" !" exclaimed Archime-

beaver"

68. Widely-used paint resin

des

69. Winner of most medals at last

54. October's "Time" magazine, e.g.

winter Olympics

56. Flat cafeteria carriers

70. protocol, related to climate

57. Welt

change

58. Squid's defense, pl.

71. *"What a

59. Grazing lands

72. Time in NYC

60. Notable achievement

73. Appraisal

61. Between ids and super-egos
62. Stiff hair

DOWN
1.*"Don't

63. Site of Trojan War
out what you can't

2. *"He's Just Not That

3. Very light brown

64. Player in St. Louis
66. Suffix that makes a "host" female

take"

You"

